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I. Choose the correct answer:
5x1=5
1. Primary alcohol gives _________ color on Victor Meyer’s test.
a) red
b) blue
c) green
d) yellow
2. Which one of the following is the strongest acid?
a) 2-nitro phenol
b) 4-chloro phenol c) 4-nitrop henol
d) 3-nitro phenol
3. 1,3 dihydroxy benzene is called as __________.
a) Quinol
b) Resorcinol c) catechol d) pyrogallol
4. In swern oxidation the best oxidising agent is _________.
a) K2Cr2O7
b) KMnO4
c) DMSO
d) Na=Cr2O7
5. Phenolphthalein is a combination of phenol with __________.
a) Ammonia b) Benzoylchloride c) Pthalicanhydride
d) Propene
II. Answer any 5 of the following:
5x2=10
6. Write the role of ADH enzyme.
7. How phenol is more acidic than ethanol?
8. Substantiate Ethers are polar in nature.
9. What is metamorism?
10. Write antiMarkowniff reaction.
11. Complete the reaction:
OH
i) CH3-CH=CHO

𝑖) 𝐿𝑖+1H 4
𝑖𝑖) H 2 O

ii)

+Zn

∆

III. Answer any 5 of the following:
5x3=15
12. Explain Kolbe’s reaction.
13. How will you convert acetylene into n-butyl alcohol?
14. Suggest a suitable reagent to prepare secondary alcohol with
idenctical group using grignard reagent.
15. Write the test to differentiate alcohol and phenol.
16. Write the reactions of friedel crafts’s reaction.
17. What is saponification?
18. How glycerol is oxidised?
III. Answer any 2 of the following:
2x5=10
19. Explain Saytzeff’s rule.
20. Write 3 Electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions using
benzene ring.

21. Discuss the preparation of ethers in detail.
22. Write the reactions:
a) CH2=CH2+H2O Cold KMnO4
b) CH3-CH2-OH

c)

+NH3

Pcl3
Pyridine

𝑎𝑛 ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑠
𝑍𝑛 𝑐𝑙 2
∆

d) C6H5OH + CH3COCl NaOH
Py
e) C6H5-CH-CH(OH)-CH-(CH3)2 Con.H2SO4
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I. Choose the correct answer:

5x3=15

12. The current gain of a common emitter transistor circuit shown in
figure. Draw the dc load line and mark the Q point on it.

5x1=5

1. The barrier potential of a silicon diode is approximately ________.
a) 0.7V

b) 0.3V

c) 2.0V

d) 2.2V

2. When a transistor is fully switched on, it is said to be _________.
a) shorted

b) saturated c) cut-off

d) opne

3. To obtain sustained oscillation in an oscillator, ________.
a) feedback should be positive
b) feedback factor must be unity
c) phase shift must be 0 or 2𝜋
13. Explain Barkhausen conditions for sustained oscillations.

d) All the above

14. State and explain Demorgan’s first and second theorem.

4. The electrical series circuit in digital form is _______.
a) AND

b) OR

c) NOR

15. Distinguish between avalanche and zenor breakdown.

d) NAND

16. Transistor functions as a switch explain.

5. The given electrical network is ________.

17. Explain common-emitter configuration in transistor.
18. State Seebeck effect.
IV. Answer any 2 of the following:
a) AND gate

b) OR gate

c) NOR gate d) NOT gate

II. Answer any 5 of the following:
6. What are the applications of Zener diode?

5x2=10

2x5=10

19. Derive an expression for comparison of emf using Potentiometer.
20. Explain the construction and working of a full wave rectifier.
21. Describe the function of a transistor as an amplifier with the

7. Define Rectification.

neat circuit diagram. Sketch the input and output

8. What is meant by doping in semiconductors?

characteristics.

9. Mention the applications of oscillators.
10. What are called universal gates? Why?
11. Write down the applications of LED.
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I. Choose the correct answer:
5x1=5
1. Management is an __________.
a) Science
b) Art
c) Art and science
d) Art or science
2. Which is the primary function of management?
a) Controlling b) Innovating
c) Planning
d) Staffing
3. Planning is a _________ function.
a) Selective b) Pervasive c) Both a and b d) None of the above
4. Which is gateway to internet?
a) CPU
b) Modem
c) Portal
d) Webnaire
5. A special resolution must be filed with the Registrar within
______ days.
a) 60
b) 30
c) 14
d) 7
II. Answer any 5 of the following:
5x2=10
6. What do you mean by span of management?
7. What is meant by Innovation?
8. What are the various ID proofs?
9. Give the meaning of Human Resource.
10. What is E-Tailing?
11. Define Meeting.
III. Answer any 5 of the following:
5x3=15
12. Is management an Art or Science?
13. Explain any 2 subsidiary functions.
14. What is the power of SEBI under Securities Contract Act?
15. Define HRM.
16. Elucidate now E-commerce differs from E-Business.
17. What do you mean by statutory meeting?
IV. Answer any 2 of the following:
2x5=10
18. Describe the principles of scientific management.
19. Describe the significance of HRM.
20. Explain the different types of open and secret types of voting.
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I. Choose the correct answer:
5x1=5
1. Macro economics is a study of _________.
a. individuals
b. firms
c. a nation
d. aggregates
2. Who is referred as father of capitalism?
a. Adam smith b. Karl marx c. Thackeray d. J.M.Keynes
3. The average income of the country is _____.
a. personal income
b. percapita income
c. Inflation rate
d. Disposal income
4. Keynes theory emphasized on _______ equilibrium
a. very short run
b. short run
c. very long run
d. long run
5. J.B. say is a __________.
a. Neo classical economist
b. Classical economist
c. Modern economist
d. New economist
II. Answer any 5 of the following:
5x2=10
6. What is effective demand?
7. Define Full employment.
8. What is the difference between NNP and NDP?
9. Define GDP deflator.
10.Define Economic Model.
11.Define the term Inflation.
III. Answer any 5 of the following:
5x3=15
12. State the importance of Macro Economics.
13. Distinguish between Capitalism & Globalism.
14. Differentiate between personal & disposable income.
15. List out the uses of national income.
16. Explain Keynes theory in the form of flow chart.
17. Write any five differences between Classism and Keynesianism.
IV. Answer any 2 of the following:
2x5=10
18. Critically explain Say’s law of market.
19. Discuss the various methods of estimating the national income
of a country.
20. Discuss the scope of Macro Economics.
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I. Choose the correct answer:
10x1=10
7 3
1. If A=
then 9I2-A=________
4 2
A −1
a) A-1
b)
c) 3A-1
d) 2A-1
2
2. If ATA-1 is symmetric then A2=________
a) A-1
b) AT 2
c) AT
d) A−1 2
3. If A=

3

4

5

5
3

x
−4

and AT=A-1 then the value of x is _________.

5

−3

3

4

a) 5
b) 5
c) 5
d) 5
4. If e(A)≠e(A,B) then the system has ______ solution.
a) no
b) unique
c) infinitely many
π

π

d) none

3
4

5. The product of all four values of cos + i sin
is __________.
3
3
a) -2
b) -1
c) 1
d) 2
z−1
6. If
is purely imaginary then z is __________.
z+1

a)

1
2

b) 1

c) 2

7. If z =1 then the value of
is ______.
1+z
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
1
𝜋
8. If sin-1x + cot-1 2 = 2 then x=_______

a)

1
2

d) 3

1+z

b)

1
5

9. tan-1x+cot-1x is _______.
a) 1
b) –𝜋

2
5

c)
c)

𝜋
2

d) 5

d)

3
2

d) 𝜋

10. The value of cos-1(-1)+tan-1(∞)+sin-1(1)=________
a) – 𝜋

b)

3𝜋
2

c) 30

II. Answer any 3 of the following:
11. Find the domain of

d) 2𝜋
3x2=6

x 2 +1
f(x)=sin-1 2x

12. If 𝜔 ≠1 is a cube root of unity show that
(1- 𝜔+ 𝜔2)6+(1+ 𝜔- 𝜔2)6=128
13. Find the value of cot-1(1)+sin-1

− 3
2

14. Solve 2x-y=8, 3x+2y=-2 by matrix inversion method.

III. Answer any 3 of the following:
3

2

𝑥

𝑥

3x3=9

15. Solve +2y=12, +3y=13 by Cramer’s Rule.
16. If z =3, show that 7≤ z + 6 − 8i ≤13
17. Prove that tan-1x+tan-1y+tan-1z=tan-1
18. Find the value of sin-1

5
x

+ sin-1

12 =𝜋
x
2

IV. Answer any 3 of the following:
19. Show that

3
2

+

i
2

5

+

3
2

−

i
2

5

x+y+z−xyz
1−xy −yz −zx

3x5=15

=- 3

20. Determine the values of  for which the equations
(3-8)x+3y+3z=0, 3x+(3-8)y+3z=0, 3x+3y+(3-8)z=0
has a non-trivial solution.
21. Show that the equation, x+y+z=6, x+2y+3z=14, x+4y+7z=30
are consistent and solve them.
22. A fish tank can be filled in 10 minutes using both pumps
A and B simultaneously. However pump B can pump water in or
out at the same rate. If pump B is inadvertently run in reverse
then the tank will be filled in 30 minutes. How long would it take
each pump to fill the tank by itself? (Use Cramer’s rule).
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I. gyTs; njupf:
10×1=10
1. 'kpd;Ndu; jdpahop ntq;fjpnuhd;W VidgJ
jd;Ndu; ,yhj jkpo;!“ - ,t;tbfspy; gapd;W te;Js;s njhil eak; ___
m) mbNkhid> mb vJif

M) rPuN
; khid> rPuv
; Jif

,) mb vJif> rPuN
; khid

<) rPu; vJif> mbNkhid

2. ,yf;fpaj;ijAk; nkhopiaAk; xUNrug; NgRfpd;w ,yf;fz E}y; ______.
m) ahg;gUq;fyf;fhupif

M) jz;bayq;fhuk;

,) njhy;fhg;gpak;

<) ed;D}y;

3. jkpopy; jpizg;ghFghL ______ mbg;gilapy; gFf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ.
m) nghUl;Fwpg;G

M) nrhw;Fwpg;G

,) njhlu;fF
; wpg;G

<) vOj;Jf;Fwpg;G
m) ,kakiy M) nghjpif kiy ,) ahid kiy <) Rthkpkiy
5. kh Nkay; kwg;g - ,j;njhlupy; cs;s „kh… vd;gjd; nghUs; ______.
M) khkuk;

,) ahit

<) tpyq;F

6. Kid ,a vd;gjd; ,yf;fzf;Fwpg;G ______.
m) ,d;dpir msngil

M) nra;Aspir msngil

,) nrhy;ypir msngil

<) tpidj;njhif

7. nrd;id khefuhl;rp ______ Mk; Mz;L cUthf;fg;gl;lJ.
m) 1686

M) 1687

,) 1688

<) 1689

8. „cs;nshd;W itj;Jg; Gwk;nghd;W NgRthu;… ,j;njhlu; czu;;j;Jk; gz;G ______.
m) Neu;kiwg; gz;G
M) vjpu;kiwg;gz;G
,) Kuz;gz;G
<) ,it midj;Jk;
9. gbkk; vd;gjd; nghUs; ______.
m) nrhy;
M) nray;
,) fhl;rp
<) xyp
10. 'khe;Njhg;G> tre;jj;jpd; gl;lhil cLj;jpapUf;fpwJ“- ,jpy; vt;tifg;
gbkk; ntspg;gLfpwJ?
m) tpidg;gbkk;

11. ftpQu; rpw;gp vtw;iw tpae;J ghl> jkpopd; Jiz Ntz;Lk; vd;fpwhu;?
12. jkpopy; gpioapd;wp vOJtjw;F Nkw;nfhs;s Ntz;ba Kaw;rpfs; ahit?
13. „efuk; gl;il jPl;ba nts;is itukhfpwJ… - tpsf;fk; jUf.
14. fyptpoh> xsptpoh – tpsf;fk; jUf.
III. gpd;tUk; tpdhf;fSs; VNjDk; xd;wDf;Fr; rpWtpil jUf: 1× 4 =4
15. ,uhkypq;f mbfs; fe;jNtsplk; vj;jifNahu; cwT Ntz;Lnkdf;
Nfl;fpwhu;?
16. rq;fg; ghly;fspy; xypf;Nfhyk; Fwpg;gplj;jf;f xU gz;ghFk; - tpsf;Ff.
IV. gpd;tUk; tpdhf;fSs; VNjDk; xd;wDf;F neLtpil jUf: 1× 6 =6
17. neLey;thilapy; ef;fPuu; fhl;Lk; kiof;fhy tUzidiar; nrhy;ypy;
tbf;f.
18. 'xt;nthU efuj;Jf;Fk; tuyhWk; tbtoFk; cz;L“ – ePq;fs; ghu;j;j
my;yJ tho;e;j xU efuk; Fwpj;J ,Ugf;f mstpy; fl;Liu vOJf.

4. jkpo; Njhd;wpa kiy ______.

m) ngupa

II. gpd;tUk; tpdhf;fSs; vitNaDk; %d;wDf;Ff; FWtpil jUf:3× 2 =6

M) gad; gbkk; ,) cUg;gbkk; <) nka;gg
; bkk;

V. mbgpwohky; vOJf:
1× 4 =4
19. 'xUikAld;……..“ vdj; njhlq;Fk; ,uhkypq;f mbfspd;
nja;tkzpkhiyg; ghliy vOJf.
VI. gpd;tUk; nkhopg;gapw;rpfis epiwT nra;f:
20. Knowledge of languages is the door way to wisdom. (jkpohf;fk;
jUf).
1× 1 =1
21. fpzw;Wj;jtisNghy (my;yJ) ney;ypf;fdpNghy (ctikj; njhliur;
nrhw;nwhlupy; mikj;J vOJf)
1× 2 = 2
22. fiy> fis> fio (my;yJ) tpiy> tpis> tpio (kaq;nfhypr;
nrhw;fis xNu njhlupy; mikj;J vOJf)
1× 2 = 2
23. m) Bibliography M) Ticket Inspector
,) Platform 4× ½ = 2
<) Plaintiff
(fiyr;nrhw;fSf;F ,izahd jkpo;r;nrhw;fis vOJf)
24. gFgj cWg;gpyf;fzk; jUf:
1× 2 = 2
m) rhw;wp (my;yJ)
M) NgRthu;
25. ,g;g vdf;Fg; GupQ;R Nghr;R. ePAk; GupQ;rpf;Nfh.(Ngr;R tof;if vOj;J
tof;fhf khw;Wf)

1× 1 = 1
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I. Choose the correct answer:
5x1=5
3
1. If y=cx+c-c then its differential equation is __________.
𝑑𝑦 𝑑𝑦

a) y=x 𝑑𝑥 +𝑑𝑥 c)

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥

+y=

2. Solution of

𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑦 3
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑦 3

b) y+

𝑑𝑥

-x

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑦 𝑑𝑦

=x 𝑑𝑥 -𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑥

a) x=cepy
b) x=ce-py
c) x=py+c
2
2x
3. The P.I of (3D +D-14)y=13e is __________.
a)

𝑥
2

e2x

b) xe2x

c)

2

a) 𝑓

𝑦
𝑥

=kx

b) x 𝑓

𝑦
𝑥

=k c) 𝑓

𝑦
𝑥

and which passes through the origin.
IV. Answer any 3 of the following:

𝑑𝑦 𝑦

= +
𝑑𝑥 𝑥

𝑦
𝑥
𝑦
𝑓1
𝑥

𝑓

=ky d) y 𝑓

5. A homogeneous differential equations of the form
solved by making substitution,
a) y=vx
b) x=vy
c) y=v
6. The degree of the differential equations

𝑥
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑥4

-

𝑑𝑥2

4

=x
=𝑓

𝑦
𝑥

can be

𝑑𝑦

+ =3 is ________.
𝑑𝑥

a) 3
b) 2
c) 1
d) 4
7. Nature of roots of real and equal m1=m2=m(say) then
complementary function is _______.
a) (Ax+B)e
b) (Ax+B)emx c) 𝑒 𝛼𝑥 (Acos𝛽x+Bsin𝛽x)
d) A𝑒 𝑚 1 𝑥 +B𝑒 𝑚 2 𝑥
8. x2+y2=a2 represents the equation of family of ______ having the
origin as centre.
a) straight lines
b) parabolas c) circles
d) hyperbola
9. Order and degree of differential equation are always _____integers.
a) negative
b) positive
c) zero
d) none of these
2
10. For the equation (D -3D-4)y=0, the general solution is _______.
a) y=Ae-4x+Be-x
b) y=Ae-3x+Bx
c) y=Ae-4x+Bex
-x
4x
d) Ae +Be
II. Answer any 3 of the following:
3x2=6
11. Find the order and degree of y1+ y11 2 =(x+y11)2
12. Solve

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥

+y cosx=sinx cosx

13. Solve 9y11-12y1+4y=0

3x5=15

quantity supplied Qs=-3+2p where p is the price. Find the
equilibrium price for market clearance.

d) x=v
𝑑2𝑦

𝑦−𝑏

19. Suppose that the quantiy demanded Qd=13-6p+2 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡 2 and

is ______.
𝑦

𝑥−𝑎

𝑑𝑝 𝑑 2 𝑝

d) 13xe2x

𝑑4𝑦

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥

d) x=cy

e2x

4. The solution of the differential equation

𝑑𝑥

18. Find the curve whose gradient at any point p(x,y) on it is

3 =2

+px=0 is _________.

𝑥2

𝑑𝑦

16. Solve (x2+1) +2xy=4x2
17. Solve the homogeneous differential equation (x-y) =x+3y

𝑑3𝑦

d)

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑦 3

14. Form the differential equation having for its general solution
y=ax2+bx
III. Answer any 3 of the following:
3x3=9
15. Solve (D2-3D+2)y=e4x given y=0 when x=0 and x=1

20. Solve

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥

𝜋

-3ycotx=sin2x given that y=2 when x= .
2

21.Solve the homogeneous (y2-2xy)dx=(x2-2xy)dy
22. Form he differential equation by eliminating 𝛼 and 𝛽 from
(x- 𝛼)2+(y- 𝛽)2=r2
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I. Choose the correct answer:
5x1=5
1. The live telecasting of real time program through Internet is
known as _______.
a) Web casting
b) Web hosting c) Data Manipulation
d) None of the above
2. PHP is a ________ typed language.
a) user
b) loosely
c) server
d) system
3. Which of the following can document every incident that
happened in the simulation and are used for examination?
a) Net Exam b) Network hardware c) Trace file
d) Net document
4. Off-sharing means _______.
a) Work outsourced to a branch of its own company
b) Work outsourced to a third party locally
c) Work outsourced to new employees
d) Work outsourced to a third party outside its own country
5. _________ is the process for displaying still images in continuous
movement.
a) Text formats
b) Sound
c) MP3
d) Animation
II. Answer any 5 of the following:
5x2=10
6. Define Multimedia production.
7. Define File handling in PHP.
8. What is meant by network simulator?
9. Distinguish between E-business and E-commerce.
10. Classify the IMAGE components in Multimedia.
11. Write the usage of File open function.
III. Answer any 5 of the following:
5x3=15
12. Describe the features and techniques of animation.
13. Write the features of form handling.
14. List out the popular open source software.
15. Differentiate Get and Post method.
16. What are the main functional areas of open NMS?
17. What is dotcom bubble and dotcom burst?
IV. Answer any 2 in detail:
2x5=10
18. Differentiate proprietary and open source software.
19. Explain in detail about production team roles and
responsibilities.
20. Explain any five E-commerce revenue models.

